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Abstract
We introduce a digital game for children’s foreign-language
learning that uses automatic speech recognition (ASR) for eval-
uating children’s utterances. Our rst prototype focuses on the
learning of English words and their pronunciation. The game
connects to a network server, which handles the recognition and
pronunciation grading of children’s foreign-language speech.
The server is reusable for different applications. Given suit-
able acoustic models, it can be used for grading pronunciations
in any language.
Index Terms: pronunciation grading, language learning, pho-
netics, speech analysis
1. Introduction
Language and communication skills play an important role in
our society. The benefits of early foreign language learning
are acknowledged, but often the learning of foreign languages
starts in school so late that the optimal period for language
learning has already passed [1]. If foreign-language learning
was based on speech rather than written textbooks, it could be
started before school-age. If the foreign language was learned
from speech similarly to native language, brain representations
for foreign speech sounds and words would likely end up be-
ing more native-like. Speech-based learning applications and
games have potential for this kind of language teaching. How-
ever, to be interactive, speech-based applications need an effec-
tive speech interface, which requires advancements in speech
technology. The problem is that the state-of-the-art speech
technology is not adaptive enough to recognize child language
learner’s speech.
We have designed a computer game called Say it again, kid!
(SIAK) that uses ASR for the assessment of children’s speech
in a foreign language. The aim of the game is to teach for-
eign words and their pronunciation by encouraging children to
listen and produce speech. Listening and speaking is expected
to gradually promote the establishment of phonetic categories
and word representations in the brain. Both processes are de-
pendent on the neural connections between auditory brain ar-
eas in the temporal lobe and motor areas in the frontal lobe.
By eliciting speech in a foreign language, we aim to establish
auditory-motor brain representations that resemble those of na-
tive speakers. Importantly, category learning utilizes subcorti-
cal areas that are responsive to feedback [2]. We therefore ac-
tivate these brain areas by providing instantaneous feedback in
the form of a score computed using speech recognition technol-
ogy after each utterance.
SIAK is implemented as a board game. In the current ver-
Figure 1: SIAK game records player’s utterances using a head-
set. The game allows the player to move between unlocked
boards.
sion, the target group is Finnish children with little or no ex-
perience in English. The game presents the player a board,
where the player can move. There are many boards in the game
world. After collecting enough points and working their way
through the board, the players can move to the next board and
jump between unlocked boards (see Figure 1). A board con-
tains a number of cards that the player can open. Each card
introduces a new English word. Later in the game, cards may
contain sentences consisting of a few words. Upon opening a
card, the player hears the word in Finnish and in English (pro-
duced by different native English speakers) and sees a related
picture. The child’s task is to imitate the word aloud.
Another component of the system is a network server,
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Figure 2: Block diagram of scoring system.
which is responsbile for grading the words uttered by the player.
The game sends a recorded word to the server, and the server
returns a numerical score. Then the child’s own and native
English speaker’s utterances are played again for comparison,
and the player receives one to five points based on the utterance
score. Increasing scores open new routes on the game board for
exploration. In order to keep the game motivating, the players
are expected to perform various gimmicks before they can fin-
ish a board. In addition to imitation, children are encouraged
to test their word learning in test cards where they should recall
and say the English word without the model pronunciation.
2. School trials
We are currently starting trials for evaluating the game in class-
rooms. At this stage, participants are 9-year-old Finnish chil-
dren who have recently started learning English, but later also
younger children with no foreign-language experience will be
of interest. During gameplay, each player has an Android tablet
or a Windows PC and a headset. Children will play approxi-
mately 15 minutes per day, 5 days a week for six weeks. Dur-
ing this period, we will collect a database of children’s recorded
utterances, part of which will be analyzed acoustically. We will
also follow up players’ progress and different paths of learning
from assessment scores provided by the grading system.
In addition, to demonstrate plastic changes in the brain in-
duced by gaming, we will measure childrens brain responses to
foreign words with electroencephalography (EEG) before and
after the gaming period. Brain responses will also be used to
investigate how the accuracy of feedback given by the ASR sys-
tem affects learning. Specifically, we will compare learning in
child groups that receive either accurate realistic feedback or
feedback that is not dependent on children’s performance.
3. System architecture
The game has been developed using Unity game engine. It can
be exported to over 25 platforms with relative ease. Currently
we have created Windows and Android builds. When the game
is started, it asks the player to sign in using a username and
password. The player is identified in order to keep track of the
progress of each player and possible in the future adapt the mod-
els to each player’s voice.
Another component of the game is the network server.
It is used for grading speech and storing the game state be-
tween sessions. When the player moves to a card on the game
board, native English pornunciation of the word in question is
played through the headset, the player repeats the word, and the
player’s pronunciation is recorded. The recording is streamed
to the server, and the server starts to analyze the audio as soon
as it receives the first packet.
The server contains two components: a speech aligner and
a phoneme classifier. First forced-alignment is performed using
Aalto ASR [3], a GMM-HMM speech recognizer. Decoding is
not needed, because the target word is known in advance. As
a result of the alignment, the system gets a mapping of time
frames to phonemes. The second part of the evaluation consists
of classifying each frame to a phoneme using a DNN classi-
fier. The pronunciation score is computed by comparing the
phonemes obtained using the DNN classifier to the phonemes
obtained using forced-alignment.
When all audio packets are sent to the server, it computes
the score and sends it back to the game.
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